
Line
The direction of a line can convey mood.
Horizontal lines are calm and quiet, vertical
lines suggest potential for movement,
while diagonal lines strongly suggest
movement and give more of a feeling of
vitality to a picture.

Shape
A shape is an enclosed object. Three basic
shapes are circle, square and triangle.
The enclosed shape is considered positive.
The spaces around the shapes are negative.
It is just as important to consider the
negative space as the positive shapes.
M. C. Escher was a master at creating
designs which use the interplay between
positive and negative space:

Texture
We experience texture when we touch
objects and feel their surface roughness,
smoothness or patterns. Texture is the
designer’s way of creating these tactile
impressions in a two-dimensional design.

Texture can be simulated through layering
text, shapes and lines. Photographs of
actual surfaces such as paper are used as
backgrounds in a design. Photoshop makes
experimenting with layers and visual
texture easy.

Colour
Colour has the ability to evoke moods and
make powerful statements when used
wisely. Colour can vary in differing circum-
stances. For example, colours appear
different depending on whether you view
them under incandescent, florescent or
natural sunlight. Colours also change
according to their surroundings.

Three properties of colour:

HHuuee:: refers to the colour itself. Each differ-
ent hue is a different reflected wavelength
of light. White light broken in a prism has
seven hues: red, orange, yellow, green, blue,
indigo and violet. 

SSaattuurraattiioonn:: refers to the brightness of a
colour. A colour is at full intensity when not
mixed with black or white - a pure hue.  

VVaalluuee:: Colour value refers to the lightness
or darkness of the hue. Adding white to
a hue produces a high-value color, often
called a tint. Adding black to a hue produces
a low-value color, often called a shade.

The elements of design are the building blocks of all designs.
The basic elements are line, shape, texture, and color.

The Elements of Design.


